
 

Q. 1 (a) Read the paragraph carefully and answer the following questions. 

     Squirrels are funny animals with bushy tails. They usually eat fruit, nuts and seeds. Most 

squirrels live in trees. There are several kinds of tree- squirrels. The red squirrels lives in Europe 

and Asia. The North American grey squirrel has spread to other countries. Flying squirrels can 

glide from the top trees using folds of skin between the legs as “wings”. 

       Some kinds of squirrels, like chipmunks, live in the ground. Like rats, they live in holes. They 

have shorter tails and never climb trees. 

  1. What does squirrel eat?   

 ___________________________________________________________________  

2. How can flying squirrels glide from the tops of trees?  

 ___________________________________________________________________  

3. Where does the red squirrel live?  

 ___________________________________________________________________  

4. Do chipmunks live in trees or in the ground?  

 ___________________________________________________________________  

5. Which has a shorter tails – tree squirrels or ground squirrels?  

 ___________________________________________________________________  

 

Q. 1 (b) Write six to eight sentences about ‘A visit to zoo.  

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Q. 2 (a) Underline the common noun and circle the proper noun.   

     1. The boys were flying kites on the beach. 

         _________________________________________________________________________ 

     2. There was an earthquake in Italy on Monday. 

        _________________________________________________________________________ 

     3. India is the seven largest country in the world. 
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         ________________________________________________________________________ 

     4. America is one of the most developed country in the world. 

        __________________________________________________________________________ 

      5. Agra is on the banks of river Yamuna.  

        __________________________________________________________________________ 

Q.2 (b) Rewrite the following sentences using the opposite gender of the underlined word. 

       1. The king loved the prince. ___________________________________________________ 

       2. The washer man went to the emperor. __________________________________________  

       3. The dog saved his master and his sons. ________________________________________ 

       4. Madam, my aunt and nephew want to see you. ___________________________________ 

Q.2 (c) Put these expressions in the correct column. 
            [ water, bread,  lemons,  sugar, tea, oranges, cheese, coffee, butter, a loaf of bread,  
            trees, cup of tea, bar of chocolate ] 
   

Countable noun Uncountable noun 

 
 
 
 

 

 
Q.2 (d) Underline the collective nouns. 
       1. The crowd waited outside the store for summer sale. 

       2. That pride of loins was roaming in the forest. 

       3. The herd of sheep ran across the river. 

       4. A mob of people watched the fireworks. 

Q. 3 (a) Match the sounds of animals.  
            1. Birds -    a)   buzz  
            2. Cows -    b)   neigh  
            3. Bees -      c)   chirp  
            4. Horse -    d)   quack     
            5. Ducks -     e)  cheep     
            6. chicks    f)   moo 

Q. 3 (b) Answer the following questions. 
     1. Who are singing in the trees?  
        __________________________________________________________________________ 
     
     2. What do you hear in the morning? 
      ___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
     3. What do you see when you wake up? 
     ___________________________________________________________________________ 
   
 
 



 Answer Key 

      Q.1 (a)  Read the paragraph carefully and answer the following questions : 

1. Squirrels usually eat fruits, nuts and seeds. 

2. Flying squirrels can glide from the top trees using folds of skin between the legs as 

“wings”. 

3. The red squirrels lives in Europe and Asia. 

4. Yes, chipmunks live in trees or in the ground. 

5.  The ground squirrels has a shorter tails. 

Q.1 (b)   Write six to eight  sentences about ‘A visit to zoo. 

 Last Tuesday, our school was closed. So my best friend Dipak came to my house on 
that day. We decided to visit a nearby zoo with my mom. We got ready and reached 
zoo by around 9 a.m. We were very excited to see the animals as we both were very 
fond of animals. 
     My mom bought 3 tickets and then we entered the gate. There were several 
monkeys, various beautiful birds, different wild animals in the zoo. Lions were roaring 
very loudly. Deer were wandering freely. It was very beautiful to see all those. 
 
It was a very thrilling experience and a memorable one. 
 

     Q. 2 (a) Underline the common noun and circle the proper noun. 

1. Common noun – boys                                     Proper Noun - ------ 

2. Common noun -- -------                                    Proper Noun – Italy, Monday 

3. Common noun – country                                 Proper Noun – India 

4. Common noun – river                                      Proper Noun – Yamuna, Agra 

      Q.2 (b) Rewrite the following sentences using the opposite gender of the underlined 

word. 

1. The queen loved the princess.  

2. The washerwomen went to the empress. 

3. Sir, my uncle and niece want to see you. 

      Q.2 (C) Put these expressions in the correct column. 

 Countable noun Uncountable noun 

Lemons, oranges, a loaf of 
bread,, cup of tea, bar of 
chocolate 

water, bread, sugar, tea, cheese, 
coffee, butter, 

 

      Q.2 (d) Underline the collective nouns. 
1. The crowd waited outside the store for summer sale. 

2. That pride of loins was roaming in the forest. 

3. The herd of sheep ran across the river. 

4. A mob of people watched the fireworks. 

      Q.3 (a) Match the sounds of animals. 

 1 .Birds – chirp               2. Cows - moo                3. Bees – buzz                                                             

4. Horse – neigh            5. Ducks – quack             6. Chicks- cheep  

Q.3 (b) Answer the following questions: 

1. The birds are singing in the trees. 

2.  We hear the singing of birds and buzzing of bees in the morning 

3. We see the cows, the horses, the ducks , the sheep, the tinest chicken when we 

awake. 

  

  



  

  

 



 
   

     

 



3, chick. lion ,duck 
 

4. beautiful , sleep ,lovely  
5. hurry , bag , fast 
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 3. lion ,duck , chick  
4. beautiful , sleep ,lovely  
5. hurry , bag , fast 

 
 


